Motivational Leadership:
Getting Results without Authority
In today's world, teenagers are expected to get results by molding
a group into a driving force, many times without any real
authority over most of the members. They need new skills to be
effective in this environment - skills like winning trust, building
credibility, and influencing others to agree with their point of
view.
These are exactly the types of abilities they will acquire with
Motivational Leadership: Getting Results without Authority. They
will learn to communicate up, down, and across all peer levels to
build consensus; negotiate compromises that work for everyone;
and resolve group conflicts before they derail a project.
In addition, this leadership training seminar provides a set of
proprietary exercises that will show participants how to create
working alliances and make classmates enjoy doing what they
need them to do.
Now, by utilizing this seminar teenagers can take an important
step toward joining the ranks of other successful leaders.
What we will cover
 Understanding authority
 Building the confidence to lead
 Motivational leadership
 Planning and accountability
 Overcoming barriers and roadblocks
 Moving forward successfully
Register today for:
Motivational Leadership: Getting Results without Authority.

Participants learn how to:








Understand the five proven ways to
successfully influence others
Project a positive, confident image
Learn and acquire the behaviors that
permit effective leadership
Lead others even when you don't have
direct authority
Appreciate the power of being a good
listener
Create effective partnerships with
your peers
Recognize and overcome the barriers
that may stand in the way of your
taking a leadership role

Who should attend
This seminar is ideal for teenagers who
needs to motivate, influence or to
encourage others to buy into an idea or
course of action.

Investment: $398
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